
 
 

 

  

 
December 13, 2016 
 

ADDENDUM TWO 
 
Reference:      Request for Proposal #735-16-8171 Bridwell Courts Staircase Replacement & 

Repairs 

 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 

This letter serves as Addendum Two to the above referenced RFP.  The following shall be 
included as part of the specifications. 

1. Scope of Work, item 2:  The title, “Southwest staircase”, shall be replaced with 
“Southeast staircase”. 

2. Scope of Work, item 2(j):  Besides the areas currently identified as being cleaned and 
repainted, contractor shall remove corrosion, prime and paint the area due south of the 
staircase on the bottom side of the walkway.  Area is ~9’ long by ~6’ wide.  

3. Alternate #2:  Replace items 1(a) through (g) with the following tasks: 
a) Demo ALL existing treads from the northwest staircase. 
b) Fabricate new treads and install on the existing staircase stringers.  Treads shall be 

cleaned, primed, and painted (match existing) PRIOR to placing concrete in them. 
c) Include the installation of the nosing for each tread (anchors to be buried in 

concrete). 
d) Pour concrete into each tread. 
e) Paint stringers, handrails, and ornamental metal tubing on the upper portion of the 

staircase so the entire staircase has new paint.  Clean and prime areas that are not 
fully adhered prior to painting.    

f) The installation shall duplicate the existing installation to the extent possible.  If 
there are areas which cannot be duplicated identically, contractor to notify Owner 
for approval of modified installation need. 

4. Owner is seeking the most economical solution to repairs to the northwest staircase.  If 
complete replacement as described in the original SOW section 1 is less expensive than 
replacing just the treads as described in Alternate #2, the bid for the lesser priced 
method shall be submitted (instead of both). 



 
 

All communications concerning this bid can be found on the Midwestern State University Purchasing 
web page located at the following Link: http://mwsu.edu/purchasing/ 

 
If you have any questions please contact me. 
 
Thank You. 

Sincerely, 

Lori Case 
Assistant Director of Purchasing/Contract Management 
lori.case@mwsu.edu 
940-397-4041 
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